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We demonstrate tunable control of the group velocity of a weak probe pulse from subluminal to superlumi-
nal. The model is an extendedL-type system with two extra control fields and an extra energy level. Phase
variation of one of the control fields imparts the tunability in the group velocity along with other interesting
spectral behavior in the absorption spectrum.
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In recent years, a remarkable control of the group velocity
of light in material systems has been demonstrated experi-
mentally leading to both ultraslow and superluminal propa-
gation of light [1]. The early studies in superluminal light
propagation involved pulse propagation through an amplify-
ing medium. The optical saturation effect is responsible for
pulse advancement as the front edge of the pulse depletes the
atomic inversion and the trailing edge sees a medium with
small gain[2]. More recently, gain assisted anomalous dis-
persion leading to superluminal light propagation is demon-
strated by making use of a pair of Raman gain features via a
bi-chromatic driving beam in electromagnetically induced
transparency(EIT) [3,4]. In another experiment, superlumi-
nal propagation is observed by beating the pump and the
probe field to generate coherent population pulsations in the
medium [5]. The suggestion for ultraslow light involving
large dispersion at zero absorption in EIT[6] was imple-
mented using ultracold gases[7]. Shortly thereafter, two
groups reported ultraslow light in hot gases[8,9] followed by
a demonstration in solids[5,10].

In view of many potential applications of ultraslow and
superluminal light propagation, a question of interest is
whether one can have a controlling parameter in a single
experiment for switching from subluminal to superluminal
propagation. In this paper we propose a scheme based on
four-level EIT in which we can switch the propagation of
light from subluminal to superluminal by changing the phase
of one of the driving fields. In contrast to some earlier
schemes with a controlling parameter for the switching from
subluminal to superluminal light propagation[11–13] in
closed three-levelL systems, we consider an open system.
To note, in an interesting article by Wichtet al. [14] a variety
of open and closed systems have been studied and compared
for achieving superluminality with minimal absorption.

The motivation to consider such a system comes from our
recent studies on the phase sensitivity of spontaneous emis-
sion spectrum in such a four-level system[15] leading to a
variety of interesting effects such as line narrowing and par-
tial cancellation of spontaneous emission. In another study,
such phase sensitivity has been used in subwavelength atom
localization in a region spanned by half the wavelength[16].

To illustrate the advantages of our model we note that in
the proposal by the Friedmann group[11] superluminality is
accompanied by considerable absorption. Whereas in our

scheme within some parameter range the absorption is con-
siderably reduced increasing the practical applicability of the
scheme. The proposal by Agarwalet al. [13] is notable for
intensity control over the group velocity where the superlu-
minality is accompanied by gain as in the experimental ob-
servation by Wanget al. [4] and the theoretical proposal by
Wilson-Gordonet al. [12]. We observe that the intensity con-
trol of group velocity exists in our system as well along with
its switching from subluminal to superluminal by simple
variation of the phase of one of the fields. To point out an-
other advantage of our model we note that Gorenet al. [17]
have found that the switchover in the sign of the dispersion is
only observable in the absence of Doppler broadening in the
models they considered. Our model is naturally Doppler free
when all the fields are co-propagating. We discuss the rel-
evant details toward the end of the paper.

In the proposed scheme(see Fig. 1) the upper level of the
probe field transition is coupled to two levels in cascade
configuration as in systems demonstrating double dark reso-
nances[18]. However, In addition to the two driving fields
coupling theua1l→ ubl and ua2l→ ubl transitions we have an-
other driving field that couples the dipole forbiddenua1l
→ ua2l transition. It is the phase of this driving field that
affects the medium dispersion in such a way that we can
have a switch from subluminal to superluminal group veloc-
ity.

FIG. 1. The energy-level scheme. We manipulate the coherence
through three fields.V1 and V3 have a definite phase relationship
that we control to manipulate the probe absorption of the fourth
field D detuned from theua1l− ucl transition.
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The Hamiltonian for the problem can be written as

H = H0 + HI , s1d

where the self-energyH0 is given by

H0 = "va1
ua1lka1u + "va2

ua2lka2u + "vbublkbu + "vcuclkcu,

s2d

and the interaction Hamiltonian is

HI = −
"

2
fV1e

−in1tua1lkbu + V2e
−in2tua2lkbu + V3e

−in3tua1lka2u

+ Vpe
−inptua1lkcu + H.c.g. s3d

Here, vi correspond to the energy of stateuil; the angular
frequencies of the optical fields are denoted byni; and the
subscriptp stands for the quantity corresponding to the probe
field. For the rest of the discussion we assume the Rabi fre-
quenciesV1, V2 to be real and allowV3 to have a carrying
phase, i.e.,V3= uV3ue−if. Since the three driving fields form a
closed loop the phase can be imparted to any one of them
and that will not change the result of the calculation. This
will become clear at a later stage. The coupling of the probe
field of amplitudeEp is governed by the corresponding Rabi
frequencyVp=Ep`a1c/". We note that̀ a1c is the dipole mo-
ment associated with the transitionua1l− ucl.

We construct the density-matrix equations through

ṙ = −
i

"
fH,rg −

1

2
hG,rj, s4d

wherehG ,rj=Gr+rG. Here the decay rates are incorporated
into the equations through the decay matrixG, which are
defined byknuGuml=gndnm. The detailed form of these equa-
tions are given in the Appendix.

After straightforward algebraic manipulation and transfor-
mation to appropriate rotating frames we obtain a set of
density-matrix equations. The most important equations from
this set are

ṙ̃a1c = − SiD +
g1

2
Dr̃a1c +

i

2
V3r̃a2c +

i

2
V1r̃bc

−
i

2
Vpsr̃a1a1

− r̃ccd,

ṙ̃a2c = − SiD +
g2

2
Dr̃a2c +

i

2
V3

* r̃a1c +
i

2
V2r̃bc −

i

2
Vpr̃a2a1

,

ṙ̃bc = − siD + gbcdr̃bc +
i

2
V1r̃a1c +

i

2
V2r̃a2c −

i

2
Vpr̃ba1

.

s5d

At this point we use the fact that the probe field is weak
compared to the other three driving fields. We keep terms of
all orders in the strong driving fields, but only the terms
which are linear in the probe field. This amounts to using

r̃cc
s0d = 1, r̃ba1

s0d = 0, r̃a1a1

s0d = 0, r̃a2a1

s0d = 0. s6d

Thus we obtain

ṙ̃a1c = − SiD +
g1

2
Dr̃a1c +

i

2
V3r̃a2c +

i

2
V1r̃bc +

i

2
Vp,

ṙ̃a2c = − SiD +
g2

2
Dr̃a2c +

i

2
V3

* r̃a1c +
i

2
V2r̃bc,

ṙ̃bc = − iDr̃bc +
i

2
V1r̃a1c +

i

2
V2r̃a2c, s7d

where we have also substitutedgbc=0. Notice that this par-
ticular subset of equations forms a complete set and can thus
be treated independently of the other density-matrix equa-
tions. This simplifies the process of obtaining analytic solu-
tions.

The above equations can be solved in a straightforward
manner following the recipe discussed in the Appendix to
obtain

ra1c = r̃a1c exps− inptd =
1

Y"
sV2

2 − 4D2 + i2g2DdEp`a1c

3exps− inptd, s8d

whereY=A+ iB, with

A = − 8D3 + 2DsV1
2 + V2

2 + V3
2d + 2g1g2D

+ V1V2V3seif + e−ifd,

B = 4D2sg1 + g2d − sg1V2
2 + g2V1

2d. s9d

Note now that the susceptibility can be written as

x =
2N`ca1

ra1c

e0Ep
einpt =

2Nu`a1cu2

e0

sV2
2 − 4D2 + i2g2Dd

Y"
,

s10d

whereN is the atom number density in the medium. Sepa-
rating the real and imaginary partsx=x8+ ix9, we obtain

x8 =
2Nu`a1cu2

e0"Z
hsV2

2 − 4D2dA + 2g2DBj, s11d

x9 =
2Nu`a1cu2

e0"Z
h2g2DA − sV2

2 − 4D2dBj, s12d

where Z=YY* . It is imperative to point out that the phase
enters the susceptibility expression only through quantitiesA
andY. Even the phase dependence ofY is only through that
of A. Also we observe that the phase dependent term inA is
V1V2V3seif+e−ifd. Thus this phase factor could very well
have come from either of the three driving fields. Moreover,
if all the fields had phase dependence, only the collective
phase would be important and no individual phase-dependent
terms would occur. This collective phase can be easily deter-
mined to bef=f2+f3−f1 by repeating the susceptibility
calculation and noting that the Rabi frequencies are complex
in general. Herefi is the phase of the complex Rabi fre-
quencyVi of the driving field.

For further discussion the relevant quantity to consider is
the group indexng=c/vg, wherec is the speed of light in
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vacuum and the group velocityvg is given by

vg =
c

1 + 2px8snpd + 2pnp ] x8snpd/] np
. s13d

In the following we summarize our results for the depen-
dence of the real and imaginary parts of the susceptibilityx
(i.e., x8 andx9) and the group index on the amplitudes and
phase of the control fields.

FIG. 2. Phase variation of group velocity(accompanied by absorption). The general parameters areV1=V2=V3=2g, g1=g2=2g. (a)
f=0, (b) f=p /2, (c) f=p, (d) f=3p /2, and(e) variation of group index as a function off.
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FIG. 3. Phase variation of group velocity(small absorption). The general parameters areV1=10g, V2=V3=g, g1=g2=0.2g (a) D
=0.1g, (b) D=0g, (c) D=−0.1g, (d) variation as a function ofD /g for f=0. We concentrate on the small feature nearD /g=0 in the
susceptibility curves to obtain(a)–(c). This small feature seen in(d) is magnified and depicted in(e). Thus have superluminality at a
considerably less absorption compared to most of the existing proposals. Another point to be noted here is that large variation of group
velocity is available forD /gÞ0 but close to 0.
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We observe that our model imparts unprecedented control
over the group velocity of the probe pulse. The group veloc-
ity shows continuous tunability over a wide range of values
ranging from subluminal to superluminal with just the
change of the phase of one of the control fields while other
parameters are kept constant. Important feature of our model
being considerably less absorption accompanying the super-
luminal group velocities. Except for the first experimental
realization[4] where superluminality was gain assisted, most
of the other proposals observe superluminality along with
considerable absorption of the pulse as it passes through a
specially prepared medium. We discuss our results with the
help of Figs. 2–4.

In Fig. 2(a)–2(d) we plot the susceptibilitysxd and the
group indexsc/vg−1d as we vary the phasesfd of the field
corresponding to the Rabi frequencyV3. We observe the
appearance and disappearance of a peak in the absorption
profile in the center nearsD /g=0d. Thus there is resulting
change in the sign of the slope of the dispersion with the
phase giving rise to switch in the group velocity of the probe
pulse from subluminal to superluminal. This change is con-
tinuous as depicted in Fig. 2(e). In this choice of parameters
one has superluminality accompanied by slight absorption.
Note that we have chosen a modest value of the frequency of

the probe fieldnp=1000g. This turn being the dominating
one in the group index, for real experimental parameters we
expect the range of variation of the group velocity to be
much larger than shown here. The susceptibility andng−1
are plotted in the units of 2Nu`a1cu2/e0".

However, it would be desirable to have superluminal
propagation with reduced absorption to make sure that the
pulse is not attenuated considerably as it passes through the
medium. We consider a different range of parameters in Fig.
3 which gives us essentially in the same feature. To illustrate,
we observe that the susceptibility has a small feature near the
line centersD /g=0d as shown in part(d) of the figure. We
concentrate on this small feature and take advantage of the
fact that the absorption is small to show phase tuning of the
group velocity in parts(a)–(c). It turns out that having the
probe field slightly detuned from the probe transition gives a
wider range of group velocities[parts(a) and(c)] compared
to zero detuning[part (b)]. It is also instructive to notice that
even though we are focusing on a small spectral feature of
the medium the range of the group velocities available is no
less than that observed in Fig. 2.

Another desirable feature in the group velocity control is
intensity dependent tunability, proposed by Agarwalet al.
[13]. Our model shows the intensity controlled tuning of the

FIG. 4. Intensity tuning of group velocity: The general parameters areV1=V2=V3=g, g1=g2=2g. (a) Variation vsV1, (b) variation vs
V2, (c) variation vsV3. We note that onlyV2 provides maximum control over the group velocity of the probe pulse, as it allows switching
the group velocity from subliminal to superluminal very much like the observation of Agarwalet al.
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group velocity as well. The results are summarized in Fig. 4.
Out of the three fields designated byV1,V2, and V3, V2
provides a wide range of tunability and switching from sub-
luminal to superluminal group velocity. This is understand-
able as it is the field coupling the forbidden transition as in
the case of the proposal by Agarwalet al. [13].

Most of the proposals for the tunability of the group ve-
locity are affected adversely due to the Doppler broadening
of the medium. As pointed out in Ref.[17] the tunability
from subluminal to superluminal is lost completely due to
the Doppler broadening effects in some cases. It is, however,
instructive to note that the model we propose here is natu-
rally Doppler free if we consider all the drive fields and the
probe field to be propagating colinearly. To put this in per-
spective we note that the major requirements of our model
constitute maintaining the loop formed by the three driving
fields and the two-photon resonance condition of EIT among
the driving fieldV1 and the probe field. We note that since
n1=n2+n3, the Doppler shifts for collinear propagation
would satisfyDn1=Dn2+Dn3 maintaining the loop structure
and phase sensitivity. With the assumption that the low-lying
levels ubl and ucl are very close to each other the frequency
shift in the driving field corresponding toV1 and the probe
field are nearly the same thus maintaining the two-photon
resonance with the transitionubl− ucl. The only requirement
for keeping the EIT medium Doppler free is to have suffi-
ciently strong driving field[19]. Thus noting that we work
very close to the EIT condition our model is naturally Dop-
pler free and there is very little absorption of any of the fields
shining on the medium. Moreover, the model maintains the
phase sensitivity as it preserves the loop structure even with
the Doppler shifts.

To summarize, we have investigated the effects of the
phase and amplitude of the driving fields on the absorption,
dispersion and propagation properties of a probe field ap-
plied to a specially prepared four-level atom. The model
shows a wide range of tunability in the group velocity of the
probe field just by changing the phase of one of the control
fields. The group velocity can also be switched from sublu-
minal to superluminal through a continuous change of the
phase. In contrast with most of the proposals where superlu-
minality is accompanied with considerable absorption, we
can reduce the absorption of the probe pulse substantially.
The model imparts control of the propagation properties of
the probe pulse by controlling the intensities of the laser
fields as well. In addition, the model imparts natural
Doppler-free situation when all the fields are propagating in
a collinear fashion. Moreover, we work within the EIT do-
main thus with sufficiently strong drive fields one does not
have to worry about the absorption of any of the fields inci-
dent on the medium.
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APPENDIX: DETAILS OF THE SUSCEPTIBILITY
CALCULATIONS

We outline the important steps in determination of the
density-matrix equation and their solution.

The general form of the density-matrix equations is

ṙ = −
i

"
fH,rg −

1

2
hG,rj sA1d

as already discussed in the manuscript.
Thus thesi , jd the element of the density matrix satisfies

the equation

ṙi j = −
i

"
o

k

sHikrkj − rikHkjd −
1

2o
k

sGikrkj + rikGkjd.

sA2d

Here the indicesi , j , and k run over a1,a2,b, and c. The
matrix elements of the Hamiltonian can be easily read from
the Hamiltonian[see Eqs.(1)–(3)]. The decay matrix has
only two nonzero elements given by

Ga1c = g1, Ga2c = g2. sA3d

Thus one arrives at the following set of equations for the
coherences, i.e., off-diagonal density-matrix elements:

ṙa1a2
= − Siva1a2

+
1

2
sg1 + g2dDra1a2

−
i

2
V3e

−in3tsra1a1

− ra2a2
d +

i

2
V1e

−in1trba2
−

i

2
V2e

in2tra1b

+
i

2
Vpe

−inptrca2
,

ṙa1b = − Siva1b +
1

2
g1Dra1b −

i

2
V1e

−in1tsra1a1
− rbbd

−
i

2
V2e

−in2tra1a2
+

i

2
V3e

−in3tra2b +
i

2
Vpe

−inptrcb,

ṙa2b = − Siva2b +
1

2
g2Dra2b −

i

2
V2e

−in2tsra2a2
− rbbd

−
i

2
V1e

−in1tra2a1
+

i

2
V3

*ein3tra1b,

ṙa1c = − Siva1c +
1

2
g1Dra1c +

i

2
V3e

−in3tra2c +
i

2
V1e

−in1trbc

−
i

2
Vpe

−inptsra1a1
− rccd,

ṙa2c = − Siva2c +
1

2
g2Dra2c +

i

2
V3

*ein3tra1c +
i

2
V2e

−in2trbc

−
i

2
Vpe

−inptra2a1
,
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ṙbc = − isvbc + gbcdrbc +
i

2
V1e

in1tra1c +
i

2
V2e

in2tra2c

−
i

2
Vpe

−inptrba1
. sA4d

Similarly, one can obtain the equations for the level popula-
tions, i.e., the diagonal density-matrix elements. Note that
vik correspond to the energy difference between the levelsi
andk andnk is the frequency of thekth optical field.

To remove the exponential frequency-dependent factors,
one transforms these equations into the rotating frame gov-
erned by

rca2
= eisnp−n3dtr̃ca2

,

ra1b = e−isn2+n3dtr̃a1b,

ra2b = e−in2tr̃a2b,

ra1a2
= e−in3tr̃a1a2

,

rbc = eisn1−npdtr̃bc,

ra1c = e−inptr̃a1c. sA5d

The transformed density-matrix equations take the following
form:

ṙ̃a1a2
= − Fisva1a2

− n3d +
1

2
sg1 + g2dGr̃a1a2

−
i

2
V3sr̃a1a1

− r̃a2a2
d +

i

2
V1r̃ba2

−
i

2
V2ra1b +

i

2
Vpr̃ca2

,

ṙ̃a1b = − Fisva1b − n1d +
1

2
g1Gr̃a1b −

i

2
V1sr̃a1a1

− r̃bbd

−
i

2
V2r̃a1a2

+
i

2
V3r̃a2b +

i

2
Vpr̃cb,

ṙa2b = − Fisva2b − n2d +
1

2
g2Gr̃a2b −

i

2
V2sr̃a2a2

− r̃bbd

−
i

2
V1r̃a2a1

+
i

2
V3

* r̃a1b,

ṙa1c = − Fisva1c − npd +
1

2
g1Gr̃a1c +

i

2
V3r̃a2c +

i

2
V1r̃bc

−
i

2
Vpsr̃a1a1

− r̃ccd,

ṙa2c = − Fifva2c − snp − n3dg +
1

2
g2Gr̃a2c +

i

2
V3

* r̃a1c +
i

2
V2r̃bc

−
i

2
Vpr̃a2a1

,

ṙbc = − †ifvbc − snp − n1dg + gbc‡r̃bc +
i

2
V1r̃a1c +

i

2
V2r̃a2c

−
i

2
Vpr̃ba1

. sA6d

At this stage we introduce

D = va1c − np = va2c + n3 − np = vbc + n1 − np sA7d

to obtain Eq.(5) which after linearization reduces to Eq.(7).
We now consider the details of solving Eq.(7). It can be

written in a form

Ṙ= − MR+ C, sA8d

where R and C are column vectors andM is a matrix as
given below,

R= sr̃a1c r̃a2c r̃bcdT,

C = S i

2
Vp 0 0DT

,

M =1
siD + g1/2d −

i

2
uV3ue−if −

i

2
V1

−
i

2
uV3ueif siD + g2/2d −

i

2
V2

−
i

2
V1 −

i

2
V2 iD

2 . sA9d

The formal solution of such a equation is given by

Rstd =E
−`

t

e−Mst−t8dCdt8 = M−1C. sA10d

We use the above equation(A10) to obtain the solution for
r̃a1c given in Eq.(8).
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